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1

Introduction

The River Murray System Annual Operating Plan for the 2010-11 (Operating Plan) water year (1 June
2010 to 31 May 2011) was released in June 2010 and provided context and descriptions of how the
River Murray System (the System) may have been operated under a number of assumed scenarios.
This document provides a review of the Operating Plan given that not only has 2010-11 been a very
wet year, it has provided the highest summer inflows on record. These record inflows have resulted
in storage levels and river flow rates that in some instances are outside the range of the scenarios
that were presented in the Operating Plan.
The review compares actual river operations up to 28 February 2011 with the six scenarios that were
presented in the Operations Plan. The review also describes the very wet conditions to date and
their impact on river operations. Variations to the Operations Plan are provided as are descriptions
of river operations that may be undertaken during the remainder of 2010-11 that were not
documented in the Operating Plan.
There are four significant operations that have, or may be carried out, that were not documented in
the Operating Plan: a temporary drawdown of Lake Mulwala to assist in controlling the water weed
Egeria densa (section 4.3), operations aimed at reducing the impacts of blackwater (section 4.5),
Hume Dam pre-releases (section 4.7) and Menindee Lakes flood operations (section 4.10).
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2

System status on 28 February 2011

Rainfall across the entire Basin between 1 June 2010 and 28 February 2011 was very much above
average, with the highest rainfall on record occurring in parts of western Victoria, western NSW
and south-east Queensland (Figure 1). Rainfall in the upper Murray catchment, where the majority
of the system inflows are usually generated, has also been very much above average. This rainfall
has dramatically reversed the extreme dry conditions of recent years, with floods occurring multiple
times during 2010-11 along parts of the Murray, Barwon-Darling, Murrumbidgee, Goulburn,
Ovens, Campaspe, Loddon and many other rivers in the Basin.
In the south of the Basin, River Murray System inflows (excluding Snowy releases and
Menindee inflows) totalled 15,100 GL between 1 June 2010 and 28 February 2011, which has and
Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) of 10%, compared with the annual long-term average of
8,000 GL (Figure 2). High inflows are forecast to continue into March 2011 and it is likely that this
year will end up having higher inflows than in the ‘very wet’ scenario that was presented in the
Operating Plan.
Although the total inflow is within the range experienced over the past 118 years, the inflow pattern
has been very unusual. Inflows in the winter/spring (up to end November) were modest with an
AEP of about 35%, however the inflow over summer (December 2010 to February 2011) was about
6,700 GL, which was more than double the previous highest of about 2,980 GL recorded in the
summer of 1992-93.
Figure 1		

2

Rainfall Deciles – 9 months 1 June 2010 to 28 February 2011
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Figure 2 	River Murray System inflows (excluding inflows to Menindee and Snowy Mountains
Scheme) - recent years and long-term averages
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In the north of the Basin, there have also been multiple food events in the catchments of the
Darling River. As a consequence the Menindee Lakes commenced pre-release/flood operation
on 6 December 2010 and at the end of February 2011 they were still effectively full and spilling.
Releases are providing much needed water to floodplains along the Lower Darling and Great
Darling Anabranch as well as the River Murray in South Australia. During flood operations,
day to day management of Menindee Lakes is coordinated by the NSW Government.
Total inflows to Menindee Lakes between 1 June 2010 and 28 February 2011 were about 3,660 GL,
which has an AEP of 8%. The long-term average is about 1,330 GL (Figure 3). Further significant
inflows into Menindee are forecast during autumn.
System reserves have improved significantly in the last 9 months. The total MDBA active storage on
28 February 2011 was 6,750 GL (Table 1 and Figure 4), including about 1,621 GL in Menindee Lakes.
The active storage at the end of February was above the long-term average for the first time since
November 2001. On 28 February 2011, there was also about 390 GL of water available to the Murray
in 2010-11 held in storages in the Murrumbidgee and Goulburn Valleys as a result of earlier trade
into the Murray.
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Figure 3
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Table 1 		
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Storage in MDBA major reservoirs on 28 February 2011
Total
capacity
(GL)

Active
capacity
(GL)

Total water
in storage on
31st May 2010
(GL)

Percentage
of total
capacity

Active water
in storage
on 31st May
2010 (GL)

Active
MDBA water
in storage
on 28th Feb
2011 (GL)

Total water
in storage
on 28th Feb
2011 (GL)

Percentage
of total
capacity

Dartmouth
Reservoir

3,856

3,785

1,241

32%

1,170

2282

2353

61%

Hume
Reservoir

3,005

2,982

622

21%

599

2947

2970

98%

677

577

383

57%

283

380

480

71%

Menindee
Lakes

1,731

1,251

1,409

81%

929

1141

1621

94%

River Murray
System Total

9,352

3,655

39%

2,981

6750

7424

79%

Lake Victoria
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Figure 4

MDBA active storage June 2000 to Jan 2011
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3

Summary of water sharing and
significant operations

3.1

River Murray System scenarios for 2010-11

Since the inflows to the River Murray System cannot be known in advance, the Operational Plan
addressed the operations that may have been undertaken under six different scenarios that covered
a range of conditions that may have been experienced.
Each scenario had in-built assumptions regarding inflows from the Snowy scheme, unregulated
inflows into Hume Reservoir, inflows into Dartmouth Reservoir and inflows from the tributaries,
including the Kiewa, Ovens, Goulburn, Murrumbidgee, and Darling Rivers, conveyance “losses”,
storage losses and usage patterns.
Generally, it is only the volume of water available under the ‘worst case scenario’ (and updates
thereof) that is progressively allocated by the States to their water users. The other scenarios
are used to provide indicative quantities of water availability to the States to assist yearly planning
for water managers and customers should those wetter scenarios eventuate.
The relative difference between inflows of each of the six scenarios can be compared in
Figure 5. The details of the six scenarios are provided in Table 2 and they are labelled according
to the assumed River Murray System inflow as follows:
•

the ‘worst case scenario’, assumed 772 GL of River Murray System inflows, which is
198 GL less than the historic minimum inflows of 970 GL that occurred in 2006-07;

•

the ‘very dry’ scenario, assumed River Murray System Inflows of about 1,800 GL,
which is comparable to inflows in 2008-09;

•

the ‘dry’ scenario, assumed River Murray System Inflows of about 2,700 GL which is
comparable to inflows in 1997-98;

•

the ‘moderate’ scenario, assumed River Murray System Inflows of about 4,000 GL which
is comparable to inflows in 1994-95;

•

the ‘near average’ scenario, assumed River Murray System Inflows of about 6,000 GL
which is comparable to inflows in 2005-06; and

•

the ‘very wet’ scenario, assumed River Murray System Inflows of about 16,000 GL
which is comparable to inflows in 1992-93.
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Figure 5 	Ranked Historical System Inflows showing years similar to Scenarios
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•

still no overbank flows through Barmah-Millewa

•

potential for small unregulated flows

•

Full entitlement for South Australia
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near average
•
overbank flows through Barmah-Millewa
Forest
•
NSW and Victorian allocations sufficient to
trigger release of Barmah-Millewa EWA
•
significant unregulated flows
•
no Hume spill
very wet
•
major overbank flooding along length over
River Murray System
•
Dartmouth not filled
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2965
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0
0
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0
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Table 2 		
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3.2

Comparison with River Murray System scenarios for 2010-11

A comparison of the information provided for the six scenarios in the initial Operating Plan with the
actual observations to end February 2011 (last column) are provided for water availability (Table 3),
significant river operations (Table 4) and significant environmental operations (Table 5).
The inflow patterns, system losses and usage observed in any particular year are unique and
unlikely to be consistent with any single planning scenario. In the case of this water year the
actual outcomes are most similar to the Very Wet scenario, but in other instances are more
similar to the Near Average, or between the Very Wet and Near Average scenarios. Information
is marked in RED where the actual events are significantly different to any of the scenarios.
The following acronyms are used in the last column of Tables 3, 4 and 5.
R - similar to one of the scenarios
VW – very wet scenario
NA – near average scenario
Mod – moderate scenario
Dry – dry scenario
VD – very dry scenario
WC – worst case scenario
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Table 3 		

Summary of Water Availability under each scenario

WATER AVAILABILITY

‘worst case’

Very dry

Dry

Moderate

Near
average

Very Wet

‘worst case’ outlook
at end February
2011

Sharing rules at end
of May 2010

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 1 R VW

Indicative State water
entitlements at end
May 2011 NSW
VIC
SA

680 GL
770 GL
564 GL

940 GL
1340 GL
844 GL

1250 GL
1810 GL
1134 GL

1690 GL
2530 GL
1154 GL*

2480 GL
2940 GL
1154 GL

3560 GL
4510 GL
1154 GL

3420 GL R VW
4250 GL R VW
1154 GL R VW **

SA Dilution & Loss

696 GL

696 GL

696 GL

696 GL

696 GL

696 GL

696 GL R VW **

Carryover trade
delivery to SA

52 GL

52 GL

52 GL

52 GL

52 GL

52 GL

52 GL R VW

Forecast Minimum
Reserve
at end May 2011

0 GL

0 GL

0 GL

300 GL*

835 GL

835 GL

835 GL R VW

Special Accounting

3 States
commencing
August

3 States
3 States
3 States
3 States
commencing commencing commencing commence
August
August
August
in August.
Victoria
exits special
accounting
during
2010-11

3 States
commence
in August.
Victoria
and NSW
exit special
accounting
during
2010-11

Victoria and NSW
no longer in special
accounting with
South Australia.
R VW

Internal spill at Lake
Victoria (Vic to NSW)

0 GL

0 GL

Lindsay River
Allowance

Additional Dilution
Flow

*

100 GL #

390 GL #

0 GL

639 GL internal spill
from Victoria to
NSW – significantly
higher than NA and
VW scenarios due
to inflows in spring
primarily coming
from Victorian
tributaries

Normal Lindsay River Allowance from
1 July 2010 unless other arrangements
agreed

Normal
Lindsay River
Allowance
from 1 July
2010

Normal
Lindsay River
Allowance
from 1 July
2010

Normal
Lindsay River
Allowance
from 1 July
2010

Normal Lindsay
River Allowance
from 1 July 2010
R VW

≈ 90 GL #

≈ 151 GL #

≈ 240 GL #

≈ 360 GL #

909 GL – Higher
than VW scenario
due to persistent
high inflows from
Darling and high
storage levels of
Hume, Dartmouth
and Menindee.

≈ 90 GL #

<10 GL #

≈ 139 GL #

If SA takes less than full entitlement in months from August 2010 the full 1,154 GL will not be reached.
Instead, any reduced take of entitlement would be added to the Minimum Reserve.

** 1154 GL plus 696 GL Dilution and Loss equals the full entitlement flow of 1850 GL
#
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WATER AVAILABILITY

‘worst case’

Very dry

Dry

Moderate

Near
average

Very Wet

‘worst case’ outlook
at end February
2011

Unregulated Flows at
SA border

0 GL

0 GL

0 GL

<10 GL #

About 100
GL #

About 7800
GL

9500 GL R VW

Assumed usage

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

NSW VIC
SA Ent. Delivered

420 GL
520 GL
1010 GL

660 GL
890 GL
1270 GL

890 GL
1280 GL
1530 GL

1300 GL
1630 GL
1850 GL

1910 GL
1840 GL
1850 GL

2060 GL
1790 GL
1850 GL

1000 GL R Dry
900 GL R VD
1850 GL R VW
NSW and Victorian
usage very low due
to record summer
rain

End of season active
storage

760 GL #

910 GL #

1080 GL #

1610 GL #

2400 GL #

5100 GL #

Approx 6330 GL.
Higher than in VW
scenario due to a
record wet summer
and low usage

# Highly dependent on the timing of improvements in water availability and usage patterns
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Table 4		

Summary of significant river operations under each scenario

RIVER OPERATIONS

‘worst case’

Very dry

Dry

Moderate

Near
average

Expected Dartmouth
release above
minimum

~ 700 GL,
commencing
Oct/Nov up
to 5,000 ML/
day.

500 - 700 GL,
commencing
Oct/Nov, up
to 5,000 ML/
day.

400 - 600 GL,
commencing
Oct/Nov, up to
5,000 ML/day.

200 - 500 GL,
commencing
Nov/Dec, up
to 4,000 ML/
day.

0 GL
<200 GL,
only require
if Snowy
Creek flow is
very low

0 GL R VW

Dartmouth Storage
end May

~680 GL
(600 GL
active)

~850 GL
(770 GL
active)

~1080 GL
(1000 GL
active)

~1430 GL
(1350 active)

~ 1900 GL
(1820 GL
active)

~ 2450 GL
(2380 GL
active)

2380 GL R VW

Hume storage

very low
levels (<5%
capacity),
over
summer/
autumn,
increased
chance of
algal bloom

very low
levels (~10%
capacity),
over
summer/
autumn,
increased
chance of
algal bloom

very low levels
(~10-capacity),
over summer/
autumn,
increased
chance of
algal bloom

low levels
(~10-20%
capacity)
in autumn
increased
chance of
algal bloom

No spill
but may
reach 60%
of capacity
and ~10-20%
capacity
through
summer/
autumn

Spilling from
September
to December
and close to
half full at
end of year

Spilled from Oct
to Dec. Approx.
1300 GL, but with
more recent rain
in February Hume
is expected to be
>75% full at end of
May 2011

Operation of Weir
pools

Lake
Mulwala
lowered
at end of
year. Large
variations at
other weir
pools may be
implemented
to conserve
water in
upper
storage
BOC:
Restrictions

Normal
regulated
weir pool
variability

Normal
Normal
regulated weir regulated
pool variability weir pool
variability.

Normal
regulated
weir pool
variability,
with some
flood
operations

Normal
weir pool
variability,
including
major flood
operations

Normal weir pool
variability, including
major flood
operations at most
weirs. R VW

No internal
or actual
spills but
very low in
summer
<200 GL
MDBA:
Balance
risks of
higher losses
/ potential
restrictions
during peak
demands

No internal
or actual
spills but
very low in
summer
<200 GL
MDBA:
Balance
risks of
higher losses
/ potential
restrictions
during peak
demands

Lake Victoria level

12

Very Wet

‘worst case’
outlook at end
February 2011

Potential for
temporary
lowering of Euston
Weir to remove
debris during
reinstatement
after flooding
Potential for
temporary
lowering of Lake
Mulwala in winter
to assist in control
of the waterweed
Egeria densa.

Possible small
internal spill
from Victoria
to NSW (<10
GL) depending
on timing of
Ovens inflows.
No actual
spill.
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Possible
internal spill
from Victoria
to NSW
(100 GL).
Possibility of
inlet capacity
causing
unregulated
flows.

Internal spill Spilling for
from Victoria 5-6 months
to NSW
(200-400 GL).
Spilling for
2-3 months

Spilled from Oct
2010 to February
2011 and now
expected to be
spilling to end of
May (8 months) due
to summer flooding

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

RIVER OPERATIONS

‘worst case’

Exposure
Lake Victoria
of zones
Operating strategy
and Cultural Heritage containing
large
numbers
of burials
for long
periods and
potentially
prolonged
drying of
low lying
regenerated
vegetation.
Lake Victoria
250 GL reserve at
end May 2011.
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Very dry

Dry

Moderate

Near
average

Very Wet

‘worst case’
outlook at end
February 2011

Exposure
of zones
containing
large
numbers
of burials
for long
periods and
potentially
prolonged
drying of
low lying
regenerated
vegetation.

Potential
exposure
of zones
containing
large numbers
of burials and
drying out
of low lying
regenerated
vegetation.

Lake Victoria
may not fill
but inflows
should be
sufficient
to water
regenerated
vegetation
at higher
elevations.

Operations
will need to
minimise
the length
of time the
Lake Victoria
level is
high and be
consistent
with the
LVOS.

Operations
will need to
minimise
the length
of time the
Lake Victoria
level is
high and be
consistent
with the
LVOS.

Operations have
minimised the
length of time that
Lake Victoria level
has been high
consistent with the
LVOS R VW

Able to be
met

Able to be
met

Able to met
R VW

Not required to be
met as minimum
reserve is zero.

May require additional Able to be
release from upper
met
storages. MDBA to
advise BOC early in
2011 MC: 103 (4)
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Table 5		

Summary of significant environmental operations under scenarios

ENVIRONMENTAL
OPERATIONS

‘worst case’

Assumed
Environmental flow
release from Hume

0

Very dry

0

Dry

Moderate

150

300

Near
average
600

Very Wet

900

‘worst case’ outlook
at end February
2011
410 GL R Mod-NA
Less than expected
due to very wet
summer

Barmah-Millewa
Environmental
Water Allocation

312 GL in
EWA. 302
GL borrowed
and not
available.
Victoria
has 10 GL
available

Euston Lakes
refilling

Dry Lake is filled and Lake Benanee will continue to fill using part of the 800 GL set aside
for conveyance for evaporative losses.

Dry Lake and Lake
Benanee filled.
R VW

Below minimum
flow/height levels

Required
at some
locations
MDBA: 98(2)
& 98(1)

May be
required at
some stage
MDBA: 98(2)
& 98(1)

May be
required at
some stage
MDBA: 98(2)
& 98(1)

Not required

Not required

Not required

Not required
R VW

Lake Alexandrina
at end May 2011

-0.8 m AHD

-0.7 m AHD

-0.4 m AHD

0.0 m AHD

Lake Albert at end
May 2011

-0.4 m AHD

-0.4 m AHD

-0.4 m AHD

0.0 m AHD

FSL
>4,000
GL over
barrages.

Goolwa Channel at
end May 2011

0.0 m AHD

0.0 m AHD

0.0 m AHD

0.0 m AHD

0.55 m AHD
and likely
flow over
barrages
during
spring

Lower Lakes are
full. Over 5,000 GL
past the barrages to
end February 2011
R VW

Wakool System
(NSW Decision)

40 GL
Normal
replenishment operations

Normal
operations

Normal
operations

Normal
operations

Normal
operations

Normal operations
R VW except for
extra releases via
MIL escapes and
Waddy Cutting to
assist blackwater
dilution

Salinity

Potentially
high
salinities
along the
River Murray
System
in South
Australia.

Potentially
high
salinities
along the
River Murray
System
in South
Australia.

Potentially
high
salinities
along the
River Murray
System
in South
Australia.

Normal
salinity
levels
expected

Normal
salinity
levels
expected

Potential for
high salinity
levels
following
extensive
flooding of
the Lower
Murray

Slight rises in
salinity observed
in mid Murray as
the peak flows
have passed, yet to
observe impacts of
recession
R VW.

Flooding

In channel
flows

In channel
flows

Small
chance
of small
flood into
BarmahMillewa
Forest,
otherwise in
channel.

Increased
chance
of small
flood into
BarmahMillewa
Forest and
central
Murray area.

Flooding into
BarmahMillewa
Forest and
central
Murray area.

Extensive
and
prolonged
flooding
along entire
River Murray
System

Extensive and
prolonged flooding
along entire River
Murray System
R VW.
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About 340
GL in EWA.
~330 GL
borrowed
and not
available.
Victoria
has 10 GL
available

About 380
GL in EWA.
~370 GL
borrowed
and not
available.
Victoria
has 10 GL
available

412 GL
in EWA.
NSW share
borrowed
(231 GL) but
Victorian
share (181
GL) available
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412 GL in
EWA. Both
NSW and
Victorian
shares
available and
triggers for
release met.

EWA may
not be used,
partial spill
from Hume
and up to
400 GL
carried over
for following
year.

200 GL of EWA
released. 212 GL
expected to be
carried over, of
which some may
spill in
2011-12. R VW
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ENVIRONMENTAL
OPERATIONS

‘worst case’

Chance of bluegreen algal
blooms along
river

There is always a chance of blue-green algal blooms forming somewhere along the River
Murray System. Algal blooms generally form during the summer and persist into autumn
and have been observed to form in both high flow and low flow years, however the more
extensive blooms have been observed more often during dry years.
MDBA may be able to assist in dispersing algal blooms in weir pools with ‘pulsed’ flows
on some occasions. However, this is not always feasible, particularly when water is
scarce.
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Very dry

Dry

Moderate
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Near
average

Very Wet

‘worst case’ outlook
at end February
2011
Moderate BGA alert
at Hume Dam during
December R VW.
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4

Detailed River Murray System 
operations for 2010-11

4.1

River and storage losses

Conveyance water (river losses)
River losses in September, December, January and February (when the most significant flooding
occurred) were higher than assumed in the Very Wet scenario (Figure 6). River losses to the end of
February 2011 totalled around 3,390 GL, compared to the 2,320 GL total that was assumed in the
very wet scenario. The very high river losses are understood to be a function of the magnitude of the
flooding, dryness of the floodplain preceding the floods and persistence of widespread inundation
through summer.
Storage losses
Storage losses have been around -100 GL, meaning that in total the storages gained around 100 GL
of water. This is due to relatively cool conditions and rainfall landing directly on or around storages,
counteracting water lost to evaporation. This is very different to all scenarios forecast, with the
lowest forecast evaporative losses being around 550 GL in the worst case scenario (Figure 7). It
should be noted that rainfall at Menindee Lakes and Lake Victoria, where the evaporation losses are
usually greatest, has been the highest, or close to the highest on record (Figure 1).
Figure 6 	River Murray System conveyance losses upstream of the SA border
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Figure 7		
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4.2

Changes to minimum flow rates

As 2010/11 has been extremely wet, no temporary departures from standard procedures have been
required during the 2010/11 water year.

4.3

Weir pool level manipulation

No weir pool manipulations outside of the normal operating ranges, other than those occurring
due to floods or identified in the Operating Plan, have been necessary so far during the 2010/11
water year.
Lake Mulwala has been managed within its normal operating range (124.6 to 124.9 m AHD), except
during periods of flooding. However, MDBA is examining the potential to begin a partial drawdown
of Lake Mulwala this winter (potentially commencing in May 2011) to assist in controlling the water
weed Egeria densa.
At Lock and Weir 11 (Mildura), the planned trestle replacement with a new prototype trestle with
mechanised gates was undertaken in mid July 2010. The trestle replacement required a temporary
drawdown of the Mildura Weir pool (to about 3.6 m below full supply level). The construction of
the ‘Denil’ fishway at Mildura has been delayed due to flooding and cannot proceed until flows are
less than 15,000 ML/day. The Mulcra Island works to assist delivering environmental water were
almost complete when flooding inundated the site. Some damage has been observed, which will be
repaired after the flooding recedes. The planned raising of Lock 8 to provide environmental water to
Mulcra Island was not required because the works have not been completed and the area has had a
significant flood as a result of high flows.
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There were minor variations, within normal operating ranges, in the Torrumbarry, Mildura,
Wentworth, Lock 9, Lock 8 and Lock 7 weir pools to protect downstream works during the initial
high flow period. However, once it was obvious that flow rates were such that they could not be
contained and the work sites had been ‘cleared’, then the weir pools were returned to near their
full supply levels.

4.4

Delivering environmental water

About 410 GL of Environmental Water (from the Barmah-Millewa Environmental Water Account
and entitlements held by the NSW government and The Living Murray) was released from Hume
Reservoir, between late September 2010 and early February 2011. This ‘environmental flow’ was
identified in the Operating Plan and was agreed by the Basin Official’s Committee.
The majority of the environmental water (325 GL) was released from Hume Reservoir between
30 December 2010 and 9 February 2011 at an average flow rate of approximately 8,000 ML/day,
which was about 50% of the total release form Hume. The peak environmental flow release was
about 14,000 ML/day.
The primary aim of these environmental water releases was to maintain water levels in key colonial
water bird breeding areas and other wetlands in the Barmah-Millewa Forest during periods of lower
flow rates in between the flood peaks that have originated from the upper Murray, Ovens and Kiewa
Rivers. The target environmental flow rates also took into account the blackwater that was draining
Figure 8		

Impact of environmental flow releases on flow rates at Yarrawonga Weir
Actual release f rom
Yarrawonga Weir

Release f rom Yarrawonga
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During the release of environmental water from Hume Reservoir the flow at Doctors Point (near
Albury/Wodonga) was maintained at less than the 25,000 ML/day maximum regulated flow (within
channel capacity), which is well below the minor flood level at Albury (which is equivalent to about
45,000 ML/day at Doctors Point).
The environmental releases targeted flow rates downstream of Yarrawonga Weir of about 16,000 to
22,000 ML/day. However, following some rain events, high inflows from the Ovens and Kiewa Rivers
increased the flow downstream of Yarrawonga to about 40,000 ML/day. This is well below the minor
flood level downstream of Yarrawonga Weir of 81,500 ML/day and also well below the peak flow
downstream of Yarrawonga Weir of in excess of 100,000 ML/day that occurred twice earlier in the
year (September and December) as a result of a combination of high inflows from Kiewa and Ovens
River and ‘spill’ from Hume. On those two occasions there was no environmental water released.

4.5

Actions to minimise impacts of Blackwater

The extensive flooding that has occurred this year after many years of drought has resulted in large
areas of the river system being affected by blackwater. Fish deaths have been reported in several
rivers and large numbers of Murray crays were observed on river banks avoiding the blackwater.
There were several actions that were implemented jointly by State agencies and MDBA with the aim of
diluting blackwater along sections of the River Murray System and associated streams. These actions
took place as a cooperative response between the Victorian, SA, and NSW agencies, and MDBA.
The first area to be affected by blackwater was the mid and lower parts of the Wakool River. This
was as a result of water flowing out of the Koondrook-Perricoota Forest after the September 2010
flood events in the Goulburn, Campaspe, Ovens and Kiewa Rivers.
The first sign of fish deaths in the Wakool River was reported to MDBA on 6 October 2010. There was
very little ability to respond immediately as at the time there was very little excess water in transit
between Hume Reservoir and Deniliquin in the Murray and Edward Rivers. However, over the
following week several actions were implemented by MDBA and/or NSW State Water in an effort to
provide additional water along the Edward-Wakool System to dilute the blackwater.
On 8 October 2010 NSW State Water began increasing the flow into Yallakool Creek and on
11 October began raising the Stevens Weir pool to further increase the flow into Yallakool Creek.
In addition, MDBA requested NSW State Water to increase the outflow from the Edward Escape
(8 October 2010) and Wakool and Yallakool Escapes (both 11 October 2010) to the maximum
rates. It was agreed that MDBA would cover the agreed monetary costs and the 10% seepage and
evaporation loss associated with the use of these Escapes, which are owned by Murray Irrigation
Limited (MIL). As at 28 February 2011, the MDBA order for water from the MIL escapes was still in
place but was expected to be gradually reduced during autumn 2011 as the flooding subsided and
water quality improved.
Monitoring of the blackwater indicated that the use of the MIL escapes improved water quality in
some sections of the Edward-Wakool Systems. However, there was insufficient dilution in the mid
and lower reaches of the Wakool River to offset the significant impact of the very poor water quality
from the subsequent large-scale flooding of the Koondrook-Perricoota Forest in December, January
and February.
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Following discussions with MDBA in late December 2010, NSW State Water partially opened the
Waddy Cutting regulator for the purposes of passing freshwater into Merran Creek and the Wakool
River to dilute blackwater in these streams. In early January 2011 the Waddy Cutting regulator was
opened further, which led to erosion of the banks and some damage to the regulator, which was
closed soon after this was observed.
Additional environmental water was released along the Goulburn River between high flow events
to assist in minimising the blackwater event in the lower Goulburn River and the River Murray
near Echuca. Also, the environmental water that was being released from Hume (see Section 4.4)
also targeted flow rates that took into account the blackwater that was draining from the BarmahMillewa Forest since mid November 2010.
Trial manipulation of regulators within the Barmah-Millewa Forest was carried out in an effort to
maximise the volume of water staying within the river channel to provide dilution of the blackwater.
The outcomes of these trials were inconclusive.
Environmental water was also released along the Murrumbidgee River during the flood recession to
dilute blackwater that was returning to the river from the lower Murrumbidgee floodplain.
At Lake Victoria, SA Water undertook a trial in which blackwater with low dissolved oxygen was
diverted into the lake via the inlet regulator and, in the process, the blackwater was partially
oxygenated. It was found that an inflow rate to the lake of about 3,000 ML/day provided the greatest
aeration. At the same time the outflow from the Lake, which contained higher oxygenated water,
was increased to about 2,500 ML/day. This operation had no detectable detrimental impact on
dissolved oxygen levels in Lake Victoria and due to the very high flows passing along the River
Murray at the time (80,000-90,000 ML/day) had no detectable positive impact on dissolved oxygen
levels the river. However, it was a successful trial and would be a valuable operation in the future if
there were blackwater events at lower flow rates.

4.6

Dartmouth Reservoir

Storage in Dartmouth Reservoir has increased from 32% to 61% capacity between June 2010 and
February 2011. The storage volume had been tracking slightly less than that forecast in the Very
Wet scenario but is now expected to exceed the Very Wet scenario by the end of May 2011 (Figure 9).
An updated capacity table was implemented for Dartmouth Reservoir on 1 October 2010.
Wet conditions have meant that demands downstream of Dartmouth Reservoir have been able to be
met by downstream storages and tributaries. As such MDBA releases from Dartmouth have been
held at minimums (200 ML/day) except during February 2011 when AGL Hydro utilised entitlement
releases for power generation (Figure 10). There may be further entitlement releases by AGL Hydro
over the remainder of 2010-11.
Initial planning for 2011-12 shows an increased chance of spill at Dartmouth Reservoir in spring
2011 due to the preceding wet conditions.
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Figure 9
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Figure 10

Dartmouth Reservoir release outlook
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4.7

Hume Reservoir and flows at Doctors Point

An updated capacity table, as identified in the Operating Plan, was implemented for Hume Reservoir
on 1 October 2010.
The high inflows from downstream tributaries and rainfall across the irrigation areas has meant
that releases from Hume Reservoir, to meet downstream diversion requirements, have been
relatively low. This, coupled with high inflows over the year, resulted in Hume Reservoir spilling in
October, November and December of 2010 and then again in February 2011 (Figure 11).
Prior to February 2011, the increase in Hume storage followed a similar pattern to that in the Very
Wet scenario, but with a delay due to the relative lateness of the rain events. Hume storage reached
full supply level in October as compared with September in the Very Wet scenario.
Total release from Hume Reservoir to the end of February 2011 was about 2,710 GL, which was
much less than in the Very Wet scenario forecast of 3,745 GL. This is primarily due to Hume inflows
to the end of February 2011 being much less than in the Very wet Scenario.
When Hume releases were combined with inflows from the Kiewa River, the flow at Doctors Point
(near Albury/Wodonga) during the December 2010 flood was above channel capacity (>25,000 ML/
day) for seven days and averaged about 29,000 ML/day for the month (Figure 12). However, the
volume of water that actually flowed past Doctors Point during the month of December 2010 was
less than that forecast for October in the Very Wet scenario. Therefore, although the timing of the
peak flow was different due lateness of the rain events, the peak flow was within the range of the
six scenarios.
The maximum release from Hume Reservoir was 40,000 ML/day (11-13 December 2011), which
contributed to a Moderate Flood level on the Albury gauge for a short period.
Environmental and irrigation releases in January 2011 resulted in Hume Reservoir being drawn
down to 86% by early February 2011, however further rain resulted in Hume Reservoir again filling
and spilling in late February. Since 1956, the previous highest storage volume in Hume Reservoir
at the end of February was about 95% in 1993.
Hume storage is now expected to be >75% capacity at the end of May, which is above that described
in the Very Wet scenario. There is a good chance that the storage will be near full for the remainder
of 2010-11. As such pre-releases are expected to commence in March 2011 to provide airspace in
the storage to assist in mitigating larger flood events.
Pre-releases may continue over the autumn and winter months depending on rainfall. Pre-releases
generally do not occur until winter which is when storage levels normally rise towards full supply
level. However, pre-releases were made in March 1993 due to the very wet conditions in that year.
As this is a relatively rare situation, MDBA will initially target about 200 GL of airspace during March
and the volume of airspace will be reviewed frequently and adjusted as new information arises. The
regular review will take into account a number of factors including past practice (such as in 1993),
short and longer term BoM rainfall and streamflow outlooks, potential impacts on water availability,
environmental outcomes and in accordance with any advice or determinations provided by Basin
Officials Committee.
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Figure 11

Hume Reservoir storage outlook
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Figure 12

Hume Reservoir release outlook – flows at Doctors Point (Albury)
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4.8

Lake Mulwala and the Barmah Choke

The release from Yarrawonga Weir has been different to that forecast in all scenarios (Figure
13). The release has peaked later in the year due to late season flooding. The size of the peak
flow in December was also greater than that forecast in the Very Wet scenario. A peak release
downstream of Yarrawonga Weir of just over 110,000 ML/day occurred twice (September and
December) as a result of a combination of high unregulated inflows from Kiewa and Ovens River and
as a result of ‘spill’ from Hume.
Inflows from the Kiewa and Ovens Rivers have been very high and flow rates downstream of
Yarrawonga Weir have been well above the channel capacity of the River Murray through BarmahMillewa Forest since late August 2010. Significant inflow events from the Ovens and Kiewa Rivers
have necessitated releases from Lake Mulwala to be managed in accordance with flood procedures.
Figure 13
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During 2010-11 the Barmah Choke has not been a major constraint on operations. The rule
preventing trade of allocations from above to the below the Choke has been relaxed since
September 2007. The MDBA has been undertaking fortnightly reviews of the relaxation, with the
result that it has continued uninterrupted.
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4.9

Lake Victoria

Lake Victoria, at the end of February 2011 was at 71% capacity. Lake Victoria storage has followed
a similar pattern, albeit with a delay, to that in the near average scenario (Figure 14). The lake was
temporarily raised to 100% full (27.0 m AHD) in mid October 2010 (Figure 14 shows only the end
of month volumes) and was then drawn down to 614 GL (26.48 m AHD, 90% by the end of October
2011). It was also temporarily filled to 650 GL (26.79 m AHD, 96% in mid November 2011). After this
second peak, projected flood inflows permitted the lake level to be drawn down further, in accordance
with the Lake Victoria Operating Strategy (LVOS) to minimise the time spent at high lake levels, in
anticipation that it would be refilled to 100% capacity at the end of the flood event. However, given the
prolonged period of flooding, Lake Victoria will not now be refilled this season because by the time the
flood event ends (April-May), the lake level will again need to be kept low to meet the LVOS targets.
It is expected that storage in Lake Victoria at the end of May 2011 will exceed 350 GL. As such, the
first 250 GL of minimum reserve will be held in Lake Victoria in accordance with Clause 103 of the
Agreement.
MDBA continues to fulfil the intent of both the LVOS and the Lake Victoria Cultural Landscape Plan
of Management (revised 2007) which were developed under the Section 90 consent and Section 87
Permit provided by the, then, NSW Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water.
There was a presentation error in the Lake Victoria storage graph in the original Operating Plan.
It showed the lake level being above the LVOS levels in the Very Wet Scenario, whereas the text
indicated that the storage management would be consistent with the LVOS in all scenarios. This
presentation error has been rectified in this review.
Figure 14
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4.10

Menindee Lakes

Total inflows to Menindee Lakes between June 2010 and February 2011 were about 3,660 GL, which
has an AEP of 8% (Figure 15). The long-term average for this period is about 1,330 GL. Further
significant inflows into Menindee Lakes are forecast during the autumn, arising from water in
transit due to summer rainfall.
In all six planning scenarios, it was assumed that the Darling River system would not provide
further significant inflows into the Murray after July 2010. This assumption is traditional practice
for planning purposes as the hydrology of the Darling River system is difficult to predict and reliable
estimates of available water cannot be made for several weeks after rain. Also, there is very little
correlation between inflows from the south of the Basin with inflows from the north of the Basin
(i.e. a wet year in the south does not necessarily mean a wet year in the north). To include the
Darling River in a meaningful manner would require several additional scenarios to be provided
and graphed. Instead, this information was provided in a qualitative manner in the Operating
Plan, which noted that any additional inflows would be stored preferentially in Lakes Wetherell and
Pamamaroo (up to their surcharge level) then in Lakes Menindee and Cawndilla. These aspects of
the Operating Plan were implemented.
It was also noted in the Operating Plan that further inflows to Menindee Lakes would be shared
according to the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement or by any other agreement made by Basin
Officials Committee or Ministerial Council at that time. So far, the inflows have been shared
according to the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement. The initial inflows to Menindee Lakes triggered
an internal spill of water from Victoria to New South Wales. When the Lakes were filled to surcharge
level in spring (Figure 16), the NSW and Victorian shares were equalised. The surcharge volume was
released prior to 31 December 2010 in accordance with surcharge rules. Since that time there have
been further significant inflows to Menindee Lakes, which have triggered flood operations.
The initiation of flood operations has meant that MDBA has not needed to call on water from
Menindee Lakes (due to forced releases) and, consistent with past practice, the NSW Office of Water
has overseen the daily flood operations at the lakes. The normal minimum release (200 ML/day
in winter) was targeted from June to September. Since October, the release has increased to pass
floodwater and in late February 2011 reached as high as 34,000 ML/day.
The current management strategy by NSW Office of Water is to gradually fill the lakes so that
they approach the maximum storage of about 2,050 GL (surcharged to 118 per cent of capacity)
in April 2011. Consistent with past practise, there will be gradual reductions in the release
along the Lower Darling River in April and May to minimise the potential for riverbank damage.
Depending on further inflows, this gradual reduction is expected result in the release of some
water held in surcharge. However it is expected that the lakes will be above Full Supply Level
at the end of May 2011.
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Figure 15
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Figure 16

Menindee Lakes outlook assuming no further inflows after July 2010.
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4.11

Flow to South Australia

During both June and July 2010 the flow to South Australia was above the normal entitlement flow
of 3,000 ML/day and 3,500 ML/day (Figure 17). This was to deliver 72 GL that was not delivered
during 2009-10 as a result of the implementation of a new rating table for the gauging site
immediately downstream of the junction of the Murray and Rufus Rivers.
Additional Dilution Flow (ADF) has been delivered to South Australia since 1 August 2010 as both
the total volume of Hume and Dartmouth exceeded 2,000 GL and the volume of Menindee Lakes
exceeded the monthly trigger volumes. ADF is expected to continue throughout the remainder
of 2010-11, which is longer than indicated in the Very Wet scenario, due to the high inflows in the
Darling persisting throughout summer.
Unregulated flows to South Australia began in September 2010 and are also likely to continue
throughout the remainder of 2010-11, which is again longer than indicated in the Very Wet scenario.
The pattern of flow to South Australia has been very different to the six scenarios (Figure 17). The
significant difference in volume and flow pattern is due to the relative lateness of the floods in the
Murray and significant inflows from the Darling.
Figure 17
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4.12

Lower Lakes and Barrage operation in South Australia

The level of the Lower Lakes increased to the Full Supply Level of 0.75m more rapidly than in the
Very Wet scenario (Figure 18). Lake Albert was reconnected with Lake Alexandrina with the partial
removal of the Narrung Bund in mid-September 2010. The Goolwa channel was then reconnected
to the rest of Lake Alexandrina with the partial removal of the Clayton embankment in late
September 2010.
There have been managed variations to the release of water through the barrages in such a way as
to vary the level of the Lower Lakes between 0.65 and 0.85 m AHD since January 2011. This action
has aimed to try and improve salinity levels in Lake Albert and the Coorong however it has been
very difficult to implement large variations in water level due to high water levels in the Coorong
as a result of extremely high tides and the relative size of the Murray Mouth compared to the flow
through the Barrages. It is aimed to repeat this action several times over the coming months but
the water levels in the Lower Lakes will be managed within their normal historical range.
Figure 18
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